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USING FLOWERING ARTIFICIAL TREES IN BUSINESS

Does your lobby, atrium or hospitality suite need some spark and excitement? Do you
need a refresh and wanted a little color? Charm your clients with a new Pacific
Silkscapes landscape using realistic flowering artificial trees.
Make your clients feel welcome with an inviting lobby or suite. The first impression of
a well-landscaped lobby area or hospitality suite is a symbol that you have high
standards, and this quality will be sure to impress. Imagine a picturesque view with
flowering silk Hibiscus, Azalea, Wisteria, Magnolia, Mimosa, Bougainvillea, and
Cherry Blossom trees that greet your potential business customers.
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While real trees and plants offer
beauty, they can be difficult to
maintain indoors because of poor
light, temperature fluctuations and
can create a high maintenance mess as
the blooms of plants fall and ongoing
watering.

Benefits include:
•

Artificial trees do not pose a risk of
triggering allergies

•

A one-time investment is associated with
fake trees and plants, as on-going
maintenance is not needed

•

Flowering trees with silk blooms offer
striking color all year, while real
flowers only bloom for a short while.

Artificial plants are a great way to add a touch of nature to the interiors of your
hallways and reception halls. They provide a subtle distraction from the endless
geometric shapes of your building interiors and lighten up the landscape as well. And
most importantly, Artificial flowering trees induces a calming effect on your guests and
visitors, making their stay more comfortable and pleasant. Call Pacific Silkscapes to to
discuss your requirements, obtain free consultation and a no obligation quote:
887-883-5672
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